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Introduction 
Stability of a linear system can be evaluated using several geometrical techniques like Nyquist plot, Root 

Locus Plot, and Bode plot. In this design example, stability of closed loop control of a buck converter is 

investigated using Root Locus plot and Bode plot with the help of Pole-Zero (PZ) analysis and Periodic 

small-signal AC (PAC) analysis, respectively. The results from the PZ analysis gives the location of poles 

and zeroes of the transfer function of the system and helps to predict the stability of the system. If the 

location of poles is on the left hand side of the Root Locus plot, the system is said to be stable. PAC analysis 

will provide frequency response of the system in Bode plot from which the gain and phase margins can 

be measured. Gain and phase margins determine the stability margins of the system. Theoretically, a 

system is said to be stable if both gain and phase margins have positive values. But for a power circuit 

design, 45° is often taken as a minimum goal for the phase margin. The controller models in the buck 

converter design discussed here, are based on VHDL-AMS modeling language created using StateAMS 

modeling tool.  

This design example can be used to demonstrate, 

 Usability of StateAMS tool to create behavioral level control components. 

 Discrete control of converter using models created from StateAMS tool. 

 Applicability of Periodic small-signal AC (PAC) analysis and Pole-Zero (PZ) analysis to check the 

stability criteria of a power circuit design. 

 

Schematic Design 

 

Figure 1: Schematic design of buck converter 
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Design Specifications 

Specifications Values 

Output Voltage 5V (5% tolerance) 

Output Current 2.5-5A  

Switching Frequency 200kHz (5% tolerance) 

Output Current Ripple ≤100mA 

Output Voltage Ripple ≤100mV 

Efficiency ≥80% 
Table 1: Design Specifications 

Note: Tolerance limit, output ripple, and efficiency depends on the application where the converter is 

used. This design example being more generic, a reasonable limit is used for tolerance as 5%, maximum 

output ripple level as 100m and minimum efficiency as 80% (for buck converters).  

About the Design 
The design example consists of simple DC-DC buck converter having ideal switch driven by PWM controller. 

The output voltage is sensed and converted into discrete level signal using an 8-bit Analog to Digital 

Converter (ADC). The discrete signal is then subtracted with reference voltage level and the difference is 

passed on to PI controller whose output is used to generate the PWM gate pulse. The PWM gate pulse is 

generated by basic technique of comparing the output of PI controller with respect to triangular waveform 

with the help of a comparator.  The controller circuit consists of VHDL-AMS models created using 

StateAMS modeling tool. StateAMS modeling tool can help you to create behavioral level models in both 

MAST and VHDL-AMS languages.  

There could be many situations where part numbers for simulation models for required PWM controller 

are not available and basic behavior of the power circuit has to be examined. In such scenarios, StateAMS 

modeling tool can be used to create behavioral level simulation model, if required information are 

available.  

Open the PI controller model in StateAMS tool to see the equations used to determine the output. Anti-

windup functionality is also implemented in the PI controller model. 

output = kp*input+ki*integ  

integ = integ+0.5*(time-timep)*(input+inputp) 

    where, kp = Proportional gain factor 

     ki = Integration gain factor 

     input & inputp = present and previous input error respectively 

     time & timep = present and previous simulator time respectively 
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Figure 2: StateAMS modeling of PI controller 

Nominal Analysis 
The nominal analysis targets toward basic operation of the design. It consists of performing time domain 

analysis, measurements, and validations to check whether the design specifications are met as per Table 

1. In this design example, the process of analysis, measurements and validations are automated using 

Experiment Analyzer in SaberRD. To learn more about usage of Experiment analyzer, refer product help 

document, SaberRD Simulation User Guide > Simulating Designs > Using the Experiment Analyzer 

(available from SaberRD release 2015.03 onwards). 

To view the contents in Experiment, go to Experiment Analyzer tab which will display all experiments 

saved for this design. Double-click on experiment Nominal_Analysis, as shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: Select experiments from the Experiment tab 
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The experiment setup for Nominal_Analysis.ai_expt is shown in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4:Experiment setup of Nominal_Analysis.ai_expt 

Vary analysis is conducted by giving values for the load resistor (for example, 1Ω and 2Ω) so that the load 

current will be 2.5A at 2Ω (low load) and 5A at 1Ω (high load). During Vary analysis, measurements on DC 

output voltage is carried out to check the output voltage level and ripple. Similarly, DC output current is 

measured to check the output current level and ripple. Input and output power is also measured to 

calculate the efficiency of the system. Later, all these measurements are checked through pass/fail test 

conditions to validate the specifications.  

How to run the experiment  

1. On Simulation tab and select Experiment from drop down menu.  

2. Select Nominal_Analysis.  

3. Click  to start the simulation as shown in Figure 5.  

 
Figure 5: Select experiment from the Simulation tab 

 

Results  

After successful completion of the simulation, navigate to the Results tab and double-click Experiment 

report. Expand the report and you can see all design specifications are met under both load conditions as 

shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: Experiment report from Nominal_Analysis.ai_expt 

Open the graph Output_Nominal_Analysis from Results tab to see the output voltage and current are 

obtained as shown in Figure 7.   

 

Figure 7: Output voltage and current from Transient analysis 
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As the basic operation of the design is as expected, check closed loop stability of the circuit using Pole-

Zero and Periodic Small-signal AC Analyses, as explained in the following section. 

 

Stability Analysis 
 

Pole-Zero Analysis 
As mentioned earlier, the stability of closed loop system can be determined from polar plot using PZ 

analysis in SaberRD. PZ analysis linearizes the models around the values in the initial point file to 

determine the frequency response. To learn more on Pole-Zero, refer to SolvNet article, How to perform 

pole-zero analysis in SaberRD?.   

Open the experiment Pole_Zero_Analysis and start the simulation. Experiment setup for experiment 

Pole_Zero_Analysis.ai_expt is given Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8: Experiment setup of Pole_Zero_Analysis.ai_expt 

After successful completion of simulation, you see that there is a graph, Output_Pole_Zero and Pole-Zero 

analysis report, pz generated in Results tab as shown in Figure 9. Double-click on the graph and report. 

 

Figure 9: Graph and report from Pole_Zero_Analysis.ai_expt 

From the graph as shown in Figure 10, you can see that all the poles are on the left of the imaginary axis. 

And there is no zero for this circuit.  In the PZ report, the second page shows the list of poles as shown in 

Figure 11. Since there is no zero identified, zero section is not shown in the second page of the report. 

This document can be saved as a word document or other supported formats. 

 

https://solvnet.synopsys.com/retrieve/2553842.html
https://solvnet.synopsys.com/retrieve/2553842.html
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Figure 10: Polar plot obtained from Pole-Zero analysis 

 

Figure 11: Report obtained from Pole-Zero analysis 
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Therefore, as per Root Locus stability criteria, the closed loop control circuit is stable. But polar plot does 

not show the margin of stability. This can be seen using PAC analysis. 

Periodic Small-Signal AC Analysis  
The Periodic Small-Signal AC (PAC) analysis calculates the transfer functions and Bode plots of non-linear 

periodic circuits. In power converters, where circuits are cycling through a sequence of toggling states 

based on PWM control or periodic large signal excitations, linearization around a quiescent DC operating 

point is not applicable to measure Bode plots and to evaluate the stability of feedback loops. The PAC 

analysis based on the periodic operating point (transient analysis) is required to calculate the transfer 

functions and Bode plots of non-linear periodic circuits. PAC analysis utilizes linear analysis theories and 

analyzes the stability of non-linear periodic circuits by measuring the effects of an input perturbation on 

output signals of interest. In PAC analysis, phase and amplitude of output signals of interest are extracted 

using the Fourier analysis of time-domain results. The results from Fourier analysis of the perturbed 

signal are compared with the non-perturbed signal and the Bode plot is created. To learn more about 

Periodic small-signal AC analysis, you may refer product help document, SaberRD Simulation User Guide 

> Simulating Designs > Periodic AC Analysis or SolvNet article, How to run the PAC Analysis in SaberRD? 

A system is said to be stable if both gain and phase margins have positive values. Any phase margin above 

zero degrees is technically stable, but lower values of phase margin are accompanied by more ringing in 

the loop after the loop is perturbed (by a change in Vin or Iout, for example). In power circuit design, 45° 

is often taken as a minimum goal for the phase margin. And in buck converter that has second order filter 

response, the phase response reaches -1800 only as its frequency approaches infinity. Therefore, to 

measure the Gain Margin, the frequency that crosses -1800 can’t be determined. For example, as shown 

the frequency response in Figure 12, the phase does not cross -1800. But as shown by the shaded region, 

the gain margin measured from the frequency where the phase response stabilizes close to -1800 will be 

always greater than zero. Therefore, consider the frequency where the phase response stabilizes close to 

-1800. 

 

Figure 12: Sample frequency response of a buck converter [3] 

https://solvnet.synopsys.com/retrieve/2557586.html
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Periodic small-signal AC analysis and measurements like phase margin and gain margin are performed 

using experiment, Periodic_AC_Analysis. The experiment setup is shown in Figure 13. Open the 

experiment Periodic_AC_Analysis.ai_expt and run the simulation. In the experiment, the frequency at 

which Gain margin needs to be measured is mentioned by the simulation engineer after looking at the 

results obtained. 

 

Figure 13: Experiment setup of Periodic_AC_Analysis.ai_expt 

You can see from the results obtained from PAC analysis is shown in Figure 14, the phase response 

stabilizes close to -1800 at 1 MHz.   

 

Figure 14: Frequency response obtained from Periodic_AC_Analysis.ai_expt 

After successful completion of simulation, graph with bode plot and experiment report with pass/fail test 

criteria is obtained. Open the experiment report and you can see that the gain margin is greater than zero 

and phase margin is greater than 450 as shown in Figure 15.  
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Figure 15: Experiment report from Periodic_AC_Analysis.ai_expt 

In this example, Distributive Iterative Analysis (DIA) feature of SaberRD is used to run the PAC analysis 

faster. SaberRD utilizes the multiple cores available in multi-core computers to distribute each individual 

runs of an iterative analysis to different cores. This processes the simulation in much shorter time. In the 

experiment Periodic_AC_Analysis.ai_expt, Loops is selected as MultiCore with Parallel Runs as 4. 

Settings are available in Properties tab as shown in Figure 16.  

 

Figure 16: DIA settings in experiment Periodic_AC_Analysis.ai_expt 

A comparative study is given in Table 2 that shows the time taken by PAC analysis to complete in dual-

core and quad-core machines with different parallel runs. Notice that when multi-core is used, the time 

taken to simulate the iterative analysis is reduced. The parallel runs 8 in quad core machine has significant 

increase in speed when compared to sequential run. Therefore, more number of cores with more number 

of parallel runs can speed up the simulation and increase the throughput significantly. 

Sequential 

Parallel Runs 
Speed up 

(comparing 
parallel runs 8 

w.r.t Sequential) 

Dual core PC Quad core PC 

2 4 4 8 

1655.36 secs 949.012 secs 772.861 secs 537.185 secs 397.254 secs 4X 

Table 2: Comparison of simulation time and speed up with respect to number of cores and parallel runs 
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If time permits, you can increase the frequency range (Start and End frequency) in PAC analysis and see 

the broad view of frequency response of the output voltage. Changing the frequency range from 100 to 

5 MHz, the frequency response obtained is shown in Figure 17. 

 

Figure 17: Frequency response obtained from Periodic_AC_Analysis.ai_expt 
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Conclusion 
Pole-zero (PZ) analysis can be used to determine the location of poles and zeros of a circuit and Periodic 

small-signal AC (PAC) analysis can be used to determine the gain and phase margin of the circuit. The 

results from these analyses helps to check the stability criteria of the circuit. The experiment analyzer 

helps to automate the process involving analysis, post processing and pass/fail checks. From the results 

obtained, it is noticed that the buck converter design satisfied all design specifications and passed stability 

criteria, as expected.  
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